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Mes Confitures - Christine Ferber 2002
An internationally known master patisserie opens her personal recipe
book, sharing jams that rely on seasonal fruits, traditional techniques,
and their emphasis on simplicity and freshness. 32 color photos.
Edward the Emu - Sheena Knowles 1998-04-04
Edward the emu was sick of the zoo, There was nowhere to go, there was
nothing to do, And compared to the seals that lived right next door, Well
being an emu was frankly a bore. Tired of his life as an emu, Edward
decides to try being something else for a change. He tries swimming with
the seals. He spends a day lounging with the lions. He even does a stint
slithering with the snakes. But Edward soon discovers that being an emu
may be the best thing after all. And so he returns to his pen, only to find
a big surprise awaiting him. . . . Edward is tired of being an emu, so he
decides to try being something else for a change. First he spends some
time swimming with the seals. Next, he lounges with the lions. He even
slithers with the snakes. But Edward soon discovers that being an emu
may not be so bad after all. So he heads back to his pen, only to find a
big surprise awaiting him . . .Sheena Knowles' upbeat, rhyming text and
Rod Clement's deliciously droll illustrations are sure to make readers
laugh out loud in this whimsical picture book by the creators of Edwina
the Emu."If you buy one book...for sheer fun, there's no question it
should be this one." San Diego Union Tribune
Material Histories of Time - Gianenrico Bernasconi 2020-12-16
The historiography of timekeeping is traditionally characterized by a
dichotomy between research that investigates the evolution of technical
devices on the one hand, and research that is concerned with the
examination of the cultures and uses of time on the other hand. Material
Histories of Time opens a dialogue between these two approaches by
taking monumental clocks, table clocks, portable watches, carriage
clocks, and other forms of timekeeping as the starting point of a joint
reflection of specialists of the history of horology together with scholars
studying the social and cultural history of time. The contributions range
from the apparition of the first timekeeping mechanical systems in the
Middle Ages to the first evidence of industrialization in the 18th and 19th
centuries.
À la mère de famille. Maison fondée en 1761. Le ricette della
mitica cioccolateria parigina - Julien Merceron 2015
The Psychopath Test - Jon Ronson 2011-05-12
In this madcap journey, a bestselling journalist investigates psychopaths
and the industry of doctors, scientists, and everyone else who studies
them. The Psychopath Test is a fascinating journey through the minds of
madness. Jon Ronson's exploration of a potential hoax being played on
the world's top neurologists takes him, unexpectedly, into the heart of
the madness industry. An influential psychologist who is convinced that
many important CEOs and politicians are, in fact, psychopaths teaches
Ronson how to spot these high-flying individuals by looking out for little
telltale verbal and nonverbal clues. And so Ronson, armed with his new
psychopath-spotting abilities, enters the corridors of power. He spends
time with a death-squad leader institutionalized for mortgage fraud in
Coxsackie, New York; a legendary CEO whose psychopathy has been
speculated about in the press; and a patient in an asylum for the
criminally insane who insists he's sane and certainly not a psychopath.
Ronson not only solves the mystery of the hoax but also discovers,
disturbingly, that sometimes the personalities at the helm of the madness
industry are, with their drives and obsessions, as mad in their own way
as those they study. And that relatively ordinary people are, more and
more, defined by their maddest edges.
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Hippu - Oili Tanninen 2015-05-05
A U.S. release of a 1967 classic from Finland follows the experiences of a
mouse that invites a homeless dog to share everyday pleasures, from
going for a walk and enjoying a meal to taking a car ride and a bath.
Great Cities - DK 2021-08-26
Delve into the social and cultural history of 100 of the world's most
important cities. From the first towns in Mesopotamia to today's global
metropolises, cities have marked the progress of civilization. Written in
the form of illustrated "biographies", Great Cities offers a rich historical
overview of each featured city, brought to vivid life with paintings,
photographs, timelines, maps, and artefacts. The latest title in the series
style of Artists, Writers, Philosophers, and Composers, this lavish ebook
goes under the skin of cities both ancient and modern - from Persepolis
and Tikal, Paris and Vienna to Prague, Amsterdam, Tokyo, and Dubai.
Which ancient civilization founded the precursor to Mexico City? Why
was Venice the gateway to the East? What was the Belle Epoque? Which
was the first city to build sewers? Great Cities takes you there, and tells
you all this and more. Stunning images of city life and key moments in
history are complemented by close-ups of revealing details and feature
panels that provide additional context. An ebook not just about history
but also about art, architecture, commerce, and politics, Great Cities
provides a fascinating insight into what has shaped the places where we
live. Perfect for history, geography, and arts enthusiasts and a stunning
gift for armchair explorers of all ages, it is your window into the world's
most fascinating cities.
The Logics of Gender Justice - Mala Htun 2018-03-01
When and why do governments promote women's rights? Through
comparative analysis of state action in seventy countries from 1975 to
2005, this book shows how different women's rights issues involve
different histories, trigger different conflicts, and activate different sets
of protagonists. Change on violence against women and workplace
equality involves a logic of status politics: feminist movements leverage
international norms to contest women's subordination. Family law,
abortion, and contraception, which challenge the historical claim of
religious groups to regulate kinship and reproduction, conform to a logic
of doctrinal politics, which turns on relations between religious groups
and the state. Publicly-paid parental leave and child care follow a logic of
class politics, in which the strength of Left parties and overall economic
conditions are more salient. The book reveals the multiple and complex
pathways to gender justice, illuminating the opportunities and obstacles
to social change for policymakers, advocates, and others seeking to
advance women's rights.
A Walk in London - Salvatore Rubbino 2012-04-01
London - the perfect place for a girl and her mother to spend the day!
Follow them as they alight the classic red bus and begin a whirlwind tour
of some of London's most iconic land marks.
Reproduction - Nick Hopwood 2018-11-30
From contraception to cloning and pregnancy to populations,
reproduction presents urgent challenges today. This field-defining
history synthesizes a vast amount of scholarship to take the long view.
Spanning from antiquity to the present day, the book focuses on the
Mediterranean, western Europe, North America and their empires. It
combines history of science, technology and medicine with social,
cultural and demographic accounts. Ranging from the most intimate
experiences to planetary policy, it tells new stories and revises received
ideas. An international team of scholars asks how modern 'reproduction'
- an abstract process of perpetuating living organisms - replaced the old
'generation' - the active making of humans and beasts, plants and even
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minerals. Striking illustrations invite readers to explore artefacts, from
an ancient Egyptian fertility figurine to the announcement of the first
test-tube baby. Authoritative and accessible, Reproduction offers
students and non-specialists an essential starting point and sets fresh
agendas for research.
À La Mère de Famille - Julian Merceron 2013
Founded in 1761 as a family-run store, A la M re de Famille has since
become one of Paris's most loved and treasured sweet shops with several
stores now operating throughout the French capital. A la M re de Famille
the cookbook is filled with beautiful recipes from this famous
confectioners and heart-warming stories from its beloved patrons.
Recreate at home French bonbons, fruit jellies, classic gateaux and
truffles. Learn how to make caramels, candied nuts and confits all
beautifully presented in classic French fashion, making A la M re de
Famille the haute couture of confectionery. Beautifully presented in a
gorgeous hardback volume, perfect for a gift.
La filosofia dell'immaginazione in Vico e Malebranche - Paolo Fabiani
2002
Il volume, frutto della rielaborazione della tesi di dottorato, costituisce
una retrospettiva sull'antropologia filosofica moderna attraverso due dei
suoi massimi esponenti. Più specificamente mostra come la mitologia, la
filosofia della storia e del linguaggio, la concezione vichiana dell'uomo
abbiano avuto come costante punto di riferimento la psicologia
d'impostazione cartesiana di Malebranche.
Paroles dévoilées - Marguerite Rivoire Zappalà 2003
Tal'Dorei Campaign Setting Reborn - Matthew Mercer 2021-12-31
Welcome to Tal'Dorei, a fantasy-filled continent brimming with grand
tales of heroes and adventure - and eagerly awaiting your own epic
stories. Soar on a skyship from the metropolis of Emon to the distant
haven of Whitestone, venture into wilderness rife with terrifying
monsters and wayward mages, and uncover magic items that range from
simple trinkets to the legendary Vestiges of Divergence. The hit series
Critical Role first explored this continent through the epic adventures of
Vox Machina. Now the world moves on in their wake. This campaign
setting is newly revised and expanded to cover the exciting conclusion of
the Vox Machina campaign and the characters lives in the years
following. Let your footsteps, too, shape the fate of Tal'Dorei and perhaps
the wider world of Exandria.This definitive, art-filled tomb is revised and
expanded, containing everything you need to unlock the rich campaign
setting of Tal'Dorei and make it your own:- A guide to each major region,
with story hooks to fuel your campign- Expanded character options,
including 9 subclasses and 5 backgrounds- Magic items such as the
Vestiges of Divergence, legendary artifacts that grow in power with their
wielders- Dozens of creatures, including many featured in the Critical
Role campaigns- New lore and updated stat blocks for each member of
Vox Machina
“Il” Diavoletto - Tito Dellaberrenga 1855
Australians in Italy - Bill Kent 2008
"Long before the advent of modern tourism, Australians travelled to live
in Italy, or undertook extensive visits there. Indeed they continue to do
so in increasing numbers, as women and men find Italian partners; as
business people with European interests settle there; as retirees in their
thousands seek 'the good life' that Italy - in Ros Pesman's words, this
'culturally endowed place of rebirth' - seems to promise .... This
collection seeks to map the past and present of the Australian love affair
with Italy, and yields rich insights into its causes, motivations and
transformations." -- About page.
Mores Italiae 1575 - Maurizio Rippa Bonati 2007
Théophile Gautier - Gérard de Senneville 2004
Théophile Gautier (1811-1872) est le personnage le plus flamboyant de
l'histoire littéraire du XIXe siècle. Le gilet rouge qu'il portait lors de la
bataille d'Hernani suffit à le rendre célèbre en une soirée. Puis, à vingtquatre ans, son roman Mademoiselle de Maupin, fut considéré comme un
événement par toute une génération. Prodigieusement doué, il aborda
tous les genres et collectionna les succès tout au long de sa vie. Son
premier ballet, Giselle, se révéla la plus grande réussite de toute
l'histoire de la danse. Ses récits de voyage en firent le maître d'un genre
à la mode. Le Roman de la momie et Le Capitaine Fracasse ravirent des
générations de lecteurs. Mais, pour ses amis, il était d'abord un poète ;
Baudelaire lui dédia Les Fleurs du Mal - on connaît la dédicace fameuse :
" Au poète impeccable, au parfait magicien ès lettres françaises... ", et
Flaubert disait : " On reconnaîtra plus tard que c'était un grand poète. "
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Le feuilleton du lundi de Théophile Gautier (d'abord dans la Presse, puis
dans le Moniteur) fit de lui, pendant plus de trente ans, le critique
dramatique et artistique le plus courtisé et le plus redouté de Paris. À
cela s'ajoutait un réseau d'influence, car ses amis étaient innombrables.
Mais il considérait son travail de journaliste, qui était à la fois son gagnepain et la source d'un pouvoir considérable sur les arts et les lettres,
comme une servitude qui le détournait de son œuvre de poète - cela ne
l'empêcha pourtant pas de composer Émaux et Camées. De l'avis des
Goncourt sa parole était un enchantement : ses tirades improvisées
faisaient la joie des invités de la Présidente, de la princesse Mathilde ou
de la Païva, et sa séduction lui valut de nombreuses aventures féminines.
C'est une existence d'une richesse exceptionnelle que relate avec minutie
et brio Gérard de Senneville.
Venice and the Veneto during the Renaissance: the Legacy of
Benjamin Kohl - Knapton, Michael 2014
Benjamin G. Kohl (1938-2010) taught at Vassar College from 1966 till his
retirement as Andrew W. Mellon Professor of the Humanities in 2001.
His doctoral research at The Johns Hopkins University was directed by
Frederic C. Lane, and his principal historical interests focused on
northern Italy during the Renaissance, especially on Padua and Venice.
His scholarly production includes the volumes Padua under the Carrara,
1318-1405 (1998), and Culture and Politics in Early Renaissance Padua
(2001), and the online database The Rulers of Venice, 1332-1524 (2009).
The database is eloquent testimony of his priority attention to historical
sources and to their accessibility, and also of his enthusiasm for
collaboration and sharing among scholars.
Modern Art Desserts - Caitlin Freeman 2013-04-16
Taking cues from works by Andy Warhol, Frida Kahlo, and Matisse,
pastry chef Caitlin Freeman, of Miette bakery and Blue Bottle Coffee
fame, creates a collection of uniquely delicious dessert recipes (with
step-by-step assembly guides) that give readers all they need to make
their own edible masterpieces. From a fudge pop based on an Ellsworth
Kelly sculpture to a pristinely segmented cake fashioned after
Mondrian’s well-known composition, this collection of uniquely delicious
recipes for cookies, parfait, gelées, ice pops, ice cream, cakes, and
inventive drinks has everything you need to astound friends, family, and
guests with your own edible masterpieces. Taking cues from modern
art’s most revered artists, these twenty-seven showstopping desserts
exhibit the charm and sophistication of works by Andy Warhol, Cindy
Sherman, Henri Matisse, Jeff Koons, Roy Lichtenstein, Richard Avedon,
Wayne Thiebaud, and more. Featuring an image of the original artwork
alongside a museum curator’s perspective on the original piece and
detailed, easy-to-follow directions (with step-by-step assembly guides
adapted for home bakers), Modern Art Desserts will inspire a kitchen
gallery of stunning treats.
Dress as a Fine Art - Mary Philadelphia Merrifield 1854
Policing the Womb - Michele Goodwin 2020-03-12
In Policing the Womb, Michele Goodwin explores how states abuse laws
and infringe on rights to police women and their pregnancies. This book
looks at the impact of these often arbitrary laws which can result in the
punishment, incarceration, and humiliation of women, particularly poor
women and women of color. Frequently based on unscientific claims of
endangering a fetus, these laws allow extraordinary powers to state
authorities over reproductive freedom and pregnancies. In this book,
Michele Goodwin discusses real examples of women whose pregnancies
have been controlled by the law and what has led to the United States
being the deadliest country in the developed world for a woman to be
pregnant.
Jacques Schiffrin - Amos Reichman 2019-05-07
Jacques Schiffrin changed the face of publishing in the twentieth
century. As the founder of Les Éditions de la Pléiade in Paris and
cofounder of Pantheon Books in New York, he helped define a lasting
canon of Western literature while also promoting new authors who
shaped transatlantic intellectual life. In this first biography of Schiffrin,
Amos Reichman tells the poignant story of a remarkable publisher and
his dramatic travails across two continents. Just as he influenced the
literary trajectory of the twentieth century, Schiffrin’s life was affected
by its tumultuous events. Born in Baku in 1892, he fled after the
Bolsheviks came to power, eventually settling in Paris, where he founded
the Pléiade, which published elegant and affordable editions of literary
classics as well as leading contemporary writers. After Vichy France
passed anti-Jewish laws, Schiffrin fled to New York, later establishing
Pantheon Books with Kurt Wolff, a German exile. Following Schiffrin’s
death in 1950, his son André continued in his father’s footsteps,
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preserving and continuing a remarkable intellectual and cultural legacy
at Pantheon. In addition to recounting Schiffrin’s life and times,
Reichman describes his complex friendships with prominent figures
including André Gide, Jean-Paul Sartre, Peggy Guggenheim, and Bernard
Berenson. From the vantage point of Schiffrin’s extraordinary career,
Reichman sheds new light on French and American literary culture,
European exiles in the United States, and the transatlantic ties that
transformed the world of publishing.
The Book Trade in the Italian Renaissance - Angela Nuovo 2013-06-17
This pioneering study approaches the new printed-book industry in
Renaissance Italy from the perspective of its publishers and booksellers,
analyzing their responses to the challenges of production and their
creative approaches to the distribution and sale of their merchandise.
The World Through Picture Books - Annie Everall 2013
Knights Hospitallers of the Ven. Tongue of England in Malta - A. Mifsud
1914
Twelve Years a Slave - Solomon Northup 2021-01-01
"Having been born a freeman, and for more than thirty years enjoyed the
blessings of liberty in a free State—and having at the end of that time
been kidnapped and sold into Slavery, where I remained, until happily
rescued in the month of January, 1853, after a bondage of twelve
years—it has been suggested that an account of my life and fortunes
would not be uninteresting to the public." -an excerpt
The Food of Italy - Waverley Root 1992-06-02
In this thoroughly comprehensive, utterly captivating culinary guidebook,
acclaimed food writer Waverley Root traverses Italy from Lombardy to
Sicily, and across 3,000 years of invasions. An exhaustive catalog of the
country’s gastronomic legacy, The Food of Italy explains the regional
delicacies, the traditions, and the history that define the way Italians eat.
From the legally enforced frugality of the Renaissance table to the
enduring Saracen luxury of Sicilian desserts, from the lasagna of Bologna
to the saltimbocca of Rome, Root explores the secrets and customs of a
cuisine so nuanced that even the basic ragu Bolognese has some two
hundred variations. A culinary adventurer who made his mark decades
before Anthony Bourdain appeared on the scene, Root shares the stories
of an elephant forced to spend the winter of 1551 in the South Tyrol and
the dishes named after him, the proper way to bottle Chianti, and the
mysteries surrounding the origin of tortellini. Essential reading for
travelers—of the armchair and ticketed variety, alike—The Food of Italy,
which features decorative maps (that may not be legible for all readers)
and illustrations, brings the subtleties of the Italian palate into any home.
A Wicked Pack of Cards - Ronald Decker 1996-12-05
No Marketing Blurb
Nina Bonita - Ana Maria Machado 2001
Enchanted by Nina Bonita's black skin, a white rabbit determines to find
a way to have children as beautiful and black as she is.
The Little Refugee - Anh Do 2011-11-01
Anh Do's inspirational story about his family's incredible escape from
war-torn Vietnam and his childhood in Australia, told especially for
children.
Paul Bocuse's French Cooking - Paul Bocuse 1977
The great French chef offers nearly twelve hundred recipes, providing a
wide range of dishes for every type of cook and for every occasion and a
wide range of preparations for every meat, seafood, vegetable, fruit, and
dairy product
Pete the Sheep - Bruce Whatley 2013-02-01
There's no cutting corners on this durable edition featuring Pete and
other favourite friends at Sean's Sheep Salon. the award-winning team
behind Diary of a Wombat have joined forces again to create another
highly amusing picture book.Sean is a shearer and instead of a sheepdog
to help him, he's got a sheep sheep - Pete. After being rejected by the
other shearers and their dogs, Sean and Pete set up a sheep salon in
town. Sheep from everywhere arrive to have their wool shorn in the
latest style and even the shearers' dogs end up arriving for a cut in order
to look gorgeous.Jackie and Bruce have created the perfect combination
of words and illustrations in this irreverent look at the world of sheep
shearing.Ages 4-9
The Abbess of Castro - Stendhal 2020-03-09
We have so often been shewn in melodrama the Italian brigands of the
sixteenth century, and so many people have spoken of them without any
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real knowledge, that we have come to hold the most erroneous ideas of
what they were like. Speaking generally, one may say that these
brigands were the Opposition to the vile governments which, in Italy,
took the place of the mediaeval Republics. The new tyrant was, as a rule,
the wealthiest citizen of the defunct Republic, and, to win over the
populace, would adorn the town with splendid churches and fine
pictures. Such were the Polentini of Ravenna, the Manfredi of Faenza,
the Riario of Imola, the Cani of Verona, the Bentivoglio of Bologna, the
Visconti of Milan, and lastly, the least bellicose and most hypocritical of
all, the Medici of Florence. Among the historians of these little States
none has dared to relate the countless poisonings and assassinations
ordered by the fear that used to torment these petty tyrants; these grave
historians were in their pay.
Lorenzo De' Medici and the Art of Magnificence - F. W. Kent 2004
"Historian F.W. Kent offers a new look at Lorenzo's relationship to the
arts, aesthetics, collecting, and building - especially in the context of his
role as the political boss (maestro della bottega) of republican Florence
and a leading player in Renaissance Italian diplomacy. Kent's approach
reveals Lorenzo's activities as an art patron as far more extensive and
creative than previously thought. Known as "the Magnificent," Lorenzo
was broadly interested in the arts and supported efforts to beautify
Florence and the many Medici lands and palaces. His expertise was well
regarded by guildsmen and artists, who often turned to him for advice as
well as for patronage.
Du Fait de Cuisine - Chiquart 2010
"With the original text of Sion, Bibliotheque cantonale du Valais, MS
Supersaxo 103."
A la Mere de Famille - Julien Merceron 2014-02-11
Beloved À la Mère de Famille confectioneries are a venerable Parisian
institution. This, their first cookbook after more than 250 years in
business, is as tempting and gorgeous as the shop's bewitching displays.
With the edges of the book dyed a brilliant orange and a cover featuring
an enchanting candy-shop window and richly embossed lettering, this is
one of the most beautiful cookbooks you've ever seen. Inside, each of the
95 recipes for classic confections has been lovingly photographed. For
the home candymaker always looking for new and better formulas—and
for bakers of all skill levels—this is a complete collection of recipes for À
la Mère de Famille favorites, from cakes to marshmallows to ice creams
and more.
Medieval and Renaissance Treatises on the Arts of Painting - Mrs. Mary
P. Merrifield 1999-01-01
Rare 1849 work reprints 12th- through 17th-century manuscripts on
painting and related arts — oil painting practices, mixing pigments, and
much more. Commentary on each treatise, plus an extensive
introduction.
Scholarship, Commerce, Religion - Ian Maclean 2012-03-20
"A decade ago in the Times Literary Supplement, Roderick Conway
Morris claimed that "almost everything that was going to happen in book
publishing--from pocket books, instant books and pirated books, to the
concept of author's copyright, company mergers, and remainders-occurred during the early days of printing." Ian Maclean's colorful survey
of the flourishing learned book trade of the late Renaissance brings this
assertion to life. The story he tells covers most of Europe, with Frankfurt
and its Fair as the hub of intellectual exchanges among scholars and of
commercial dealings among publishers. The three major religious
confessions jostled for position there, and this rivalry affected nearly all
aspects of learning. Few scholars were exempt from religious or financial
pressures. Maclean's chosen example is the literary agent and
representative of international Calvinism, Melchior Goldast von
Haiminsfeld, whose activities included opportunistic involvement in the
political disputes of the day. Maclean surveys the predicament of
underfunded authors, the activities of greedy publishing entrepreneurs,
the fitful interventions of regimes of censorship and licensing, and the
struggles faced by sellers and buyers to achieve their ends in an
increasingly overheated market. The story ends with an account of the
dramatic decline of the scholarly book trade in the 1620s, and the
connivance of humanist scholars in the values of the commercial world
through which they aspired to international recognition. Their fate
invites comparison with today's writers of learned books, as they too
come to terms with new technologies and changing academic
environments."--Publisher's website.
Against the Madness of Manu - Bhimrao Ramji Ambedkar 2013
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